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The View from the Footplate 
 

Our May meeting included a fine talk by Grant on his recent trip to England.  He 

traveled to Portsmouth to see the HMS Victory and other ships.  He then visited 

the Bluebell Railway.  Finally, he travelled to the north of England to ride the North 

Yorkshire Moors Railway.  

Grant also displayed some of his recent model building including a variety of ship 

and train models.  Don brought one of the models that John Struthers built for Don 

named Ypres, from a class of locomotives named for World War I battles.  Ypres 

was a battle in which his father fought and was injured. 

The June meeting will be our picnic and will be held at Ralph Transue’s house on 

June 24th - be sure to read the attached directions.  Also attached are the running 

instructions for his N scale layout.  Anyone with N scale trains can bring them to 

run on Ralph's layout.  Martin Sorenson will be the 'layout master' for the day.  We 

will be having a raffle, and Harry has already donated some very nice items.  

Please contact Harry if you have any items to donate.  Funds raised at the raffle 

help with our operating budget.   

June 8th will be the rain date.for the picnic, if we do need to 'activate' the rain date 

we will send out an email Saturday the 24th before anyone would leave for Ralph's 

house - and you can always give me a call to confirm at 630-679-0318. 

Gil Koenigsaecker, President 

 

(Please see the attachments Gil mentioned at the back of the newsletter - KJF) 
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Calendar of Upcoming Events 
 

June 24th: Picnic at Ralph Transue's!!! 

July 22nd: Meeting at Harry's to discuss the '2020' version of our club 

layout.  Planning needs to get started so that we have our new 

layout up and running before the old one gives out. 

August 19th: Meeting at Gil's house.  Garden Railway running! 

 Be sure to let John Temple know if you have any program ideas (and the 

dates you would like to present.) 

Collapse of the Tay Bridge 
 
On 28th December 1879, the Tay Bridge in Scotland collapses in gale force winds. 
 

 
 

During a force 11 gale (winds 64 to 75 mph) on the River Tay, this two-year-old, 
two-mile railway bridge collapsed and 75 train passengers plunged to their deaths.  
It was the biggest structural engineering disaster in Britain.  The subsequent 
inquiry apportioned most of the blame to the bridge's builder, Sir Thomas Bouch, 
for failing to take sufficient account of the effects of wind force.  The bridge was 
rebuilt and opened to rail traffic in July 1887. 
 

George Rowland  
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Photos from the May Meeting 
 

 
 

“Ypres” 
 

 
 

Grant’s Models 
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Grant’s Metcalfe “Harrod’s” Store 
 

Andrew Cornillie 

 
Your Contributions are Welcome! 

 

Left Hand Running is your newsletter, and without contributions from the 

membership content will be very thin.  I encourage everyone to submit articles be 

they large or small, prototype or model.  Please contact me at kford@ameritech.net 

with your ideas or submissions.  Thank you! 

Ken Ford, LHR Editor 

 

  

mailto:kford@ameritech.net
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BTS Picnic Information - June 24, 2017 - 1:30 to 4:30 
 

Location:   Kathy and Ralph Transue’s backyard at 82 West Road, Lombard.  If 
you use a GPS unit or computer to find the house, you may have to select N West 
Road (even though the village has no S West Road).  The house is 2-story, off-
white, located at the intersection of West Road and Grove Street. 
 
The best ways to get to the house are by approaching from Main Street using 
Grove Street OR from St. Charles Road using West Road.  We have no direct 
access from Routes 53 and 64, although they are major roads nearby. 
 
Parking:  Parking is available on West Road and Grove Street.  For those who 
have need to use our driveway to be closer to the backyard, please pull in the 
driveway all the way to the back.  We share the driveway with our neighbor in the 
green house and may not block their access. 
 
Food and Drink:  BTS will provide hamburgers, hot dogs, bratwurst, buns, 
condiments, soft drinks and ice.  Members will bring side dishes as coordinated by 
Gil.  Feel free to bring beer or wine for yourself if you wish. 
 
Rain Date:  We will monitor the weather forecast and will advise everyone if it 
appears that we may need a rain date. 
 
Yard Master:  Martin Sorensen has agreed to be Yard Master for Ralph’s N scale 
layout during the picnic to relieve Ralph for other picnic activities.  Martin and Ralph 
will provide several trains on storage sidings for members who may want to take a 
turn operating a train on the layout.  Members may also bring their own N scale 
trains to take a turn operating.  A new fiddle track has been added to ease loading 
trains on the layout.  Martin will assist operators with layout logistics and with any 
operating issues that may arise. 
 
Layout Operating Description:  For train operations other than circulating on one 
of the main lines, it is best to have a 2-person crew, a driver and a switchman.  
 
Pets:  Please do not bring any pets - we have enough to deal with.  The Transue 
dogs, Lani and Baxter, will be present.  Our daughter, Jenny, will be with us to help 
out and will be bringing her dog, Rosco, since her husband will be out of town.  All 
three dogs are very well behaved, but three is enough for any gathering.  If you 
don’t like dogs, just ignore them and they will ignore you too. 
 
Chairs:  Please bring your own chair if possible.  We have seating for about ten, 
but not enough for everyone. 
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Operating the Red Rock Canyon Line 
 
Description 
 
The Red Rock Canyon Line runs from the Hudson River to Red Rock Canyon in 
Colorado.  It connects with western railroads beyond the canyon and with eastern 
railroads in New Jersey.  Three separate lines run from its passenger station in Jersey 
City, a double track main line (tracks 1 & 2) and a commuter line (track 3). 
 
Also in New Jersey is the village of Abington, modeled to British design, including a 
junction station and yard from which a branch line heads to the West.  The branch 
connects to track 2 in Abington and again to track 2 in the West, forming the Western 
Division.  A crossover from track 1 to track 2 is also located at Abington.  Right hand 
running trains on track 1 can crossover to track 2 and enter the branch line at Abington. 
 
Commuter service (track 3) from the Jersey City station enters a tunnel under the city 
and emerges to cross the Hackensack River and enter a suburban station.  From there 
trains proceed to other commuter destinations before returning to Jersey City through 
a parallel bridge and tunnel. Although the commuter line is a single track in each of 
the tunnels, turnouts at each end expand the service to four platforms in Jersey City.  
A passing siding permits operation of two trains through the suburban station.  The 
passing siding on track 3 also leads to a connection to the western branch of track 2. 
 
Beyond Abington, tracks 1 and 2 head through the American Midwest to the Rocky 
Mountains.  A branch from track 1 in the Midwest enters a tunnel that provides a 
crossover to track 2 before reaching Red Rock Canyon.  A branch from track 1 at the 
bridge over Red Rock Canyon leads to a mountain village that supports the Itzal Mine. 
 
Continuous running on the double track main line is made possible by loops under 
Jersey City and the Rocky Mountains.  Trains heading toward Jersey City on the main 
line must be switched UP to the Jersey City station or DOWN to the underground loop. 
 
Control of trains is from three cabs: A, B and C.  Electrical switches provide connection 
of tracks 1 and 2 to either cab A or cab B.  Cab C controls track 3.  Tracks 1 and 2 
can be connected to the same cab simultaneously. 
 
A hidden staging yard provides double-ended storage sidings 1 and 2 for track 1 and 
sidings 3 and 4 for track 2.  Each storage siding is continuous from end to end but is 
separated into two electrical sections that are controlled from each end by turnouts. 
 
Although it may require some complex switching, any train from any track can be 
directed to any other track location.  However, when multiple teams are operating, it 
is best to confine operations of each team to tracks 1, 2 or 3. 
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General Operations 
 
Each end of the hidden storage yard is shown on a video screen above the control 
panel allowing drivers to see the position and movement of trains on the sidings, the 
main line and the commuter line behind the back board. 
 
Smooth operation of the layout requires 2-person teams, each having a driver and a 
switchman.  Three teams can operate tracks 1, 2 and 3 separately.  In addition, the 
Itzal Mine tracks can be switched independently by a single person from a dedicated 
cab at the Mine.  The Jersey City freight and coach storage yards are arranged for 
operation independent of the main line controls. 
 
Cab A is a digital unit and is very sensitive to what it detects as an overload condition, 
upon which it shuts down.  Cabs B and C are more conventional and less sensitive. 
Therefore, whenever a train is to use one of the crossovers, the train should be 
controlled from cab B. 
 
While the driver operates the cab, the switchman prepares the route of the train.  The 
team must coordinate movements.  All turnouts that are accessible are manually 
operated by the switchman.  The inaccessible turnouts behind the back board are 
controlled by twelve levers on the control panel.  The levers are numbered on the lever 
frame. A track schematic diagram on the control panel shows the position of the 
storage sidings and the numbers of the turnouts that control each end of each siding.  
A chart shows the team how to position the levers for access to each end of each 
storage siding.  When all levers are up, the main line tracks 1 and 2 are clear to run 
trains through the hidden yard. 
 
Be careful when directing a train to the western branch of track 2 from Abington.  The 
branch turnout at Abington is manual and must be operated by the switchman.  The 
western end of the branch is behind the back board and its turnout lever must be 
operated by the driver. 
 
At present, the yard at Abington is controlled as part of track 2 so it is not possible to 
switch the yard and run another train on track 2 simultaneously.  That may be 
improved in the future. 
 
The crossover between tracks 1 and 2 in the Midwest and the crossover between 
tracks 2 and 3 near the suburban station require stopping the engine on the crossover 
track and then operating an electrical switch on the control panel to change cabs 
and/or the direction switch on the cab.  The crossover between tracks 1 and 2 at 
Abington does not require this extra step, but the train must be controlled by cab B. 
 
The switches that route trains approaching Jersey City UP to the station or DOWN to 
the loop are at the lower right corner of the control panel.  Lighted signals on the 
cantilever signal bridge show green for UP and red for DOWN for tracks 1 and 2 
separately. 
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Jersey City Yard Independent Operations 
 
Trains arrive at Jersey City freight yard primarily from track 1.  Arriving trains can be 
powered into the yard from the Cab operating track 1.  Because the turnouts are 
manually operated, a switchman is required to direct the train to an arrival track.  A 
single operator or a 2-person team may perform switching operations in the yard using 
a local Cab located at the yard.  An electrical slide switch adjacent to the local yard 
Cab isolates the yard from track 1 and connects the yard tracks to the local Cab. 
 
Several storage tracks are electrically isolated by numbered electrical switches on a 
small panel adjacent to the local yard Cab.  Numbered signs located at the respective 
tracks correspond to the electrical isolation switches to visually assist the operating 
team. 
 
Trains depart from the yard primarily on track 1.  It is possible to direct a departing 
train to track 2, but that requires the team to operate both tracks 1 and 2 from Cab B. 
 
To compress the length of track required in the track 1 throat to the freight yard and 
track 1 and 2 passenger platforms, a 3-way turnout directs trains arriving from the east 
on track 1.  That 3-way turnout is controlled by two electrical switches located nearby.  
It is difficult to describe here how to operate the 3-way turnout for desired results.  It 
is best to examine the setup when visiting or operating the layout. 
 
Jersey City Passenger Station Operations 
 
Power is directed to the Jersey City Station Platform Tracks when the main line 
turnouts are in the UP position. Certain Platform Tracks from tracks 1 and 2 are also 
isolated by numbered electrical switches on the panel adjacent to the local yard Cab.  
Moving a train to or from a Platform track requires the main line turnouts to be in the 
UP position and may require a numbered electrical isolation switch to be on/up. 
 
Commuter track 3 platform tracks are independent of tracks 1 and 2, and operated by 
Cab C only.  Manual turnouts in the throat to the station direct trains to two pairs of 
platforms. 
 
 
New Fiddle Track 
 
Those who have operated one’s own trains on the layout know that it is not easy to 
load N scale trains on the tracks.  Therefore, a new fiddle track has been located 
closest to the edge of the layout in the Jersey City yard.  From there trains may be 
routed through the yard to either tracks 1 or 2 using Cab A. 


